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1. Introduction

　　Aromatic polvimides (PI)exhibits outstanding thermomechanical, dielectricalproperties and now is

extensively used in various sectors like microelectronics, aerospace, separation membrane etc.　Research

interests in PI have increased in response to the increase of high technology applications.　Polymer-

inorganic hybrids have been extensively studied to enhance various properties. As inorganics, clay and

silicaare most often used. It was found thatthe dispersing of nanolayered clay,in the form of intercalation

or exfoliation,into various PI matrics increase the thermal stability,gas barrier property, flame resistance

and corrosion protection but decrease the elongation and toughness □]. Pl-silicabinary hybrid is another

approach to promote the properties of PI. PI and silicafrom metal alkoχideby sol-gel processs provide

hybrid which has improved mechanical and thermal properties but the film become brittle[2]. The current

study is an effortto overcome the brittleproblem of Pl-silicahybrid｡

　　　Itis expected that introduction of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)into Pl-inorganic hybrids affords

flexibilityto the brittlePl-inorganic.　One approach is to introduce PDMS by copolymerization.

Introduction of PDMS groups in ａ form of poly(imide-siloxane)show many properties such as flexibility,

high gas permeability, low water absorption, modified surface properties,and adhesive properties. But the

introduction of PDMS in the form of block copolymer as poly(imide-siloxane)lowers thermal properties

and mechanical performance like tensilemodulus [3, 41. Another approach to introduce PDMS is in-situ

sol-gel reaction of diethoxydimethylsilane (DEDMS)in a polymer matrix. Previously, we succeeded in

toughening the brittlePl-clay hybrid by introducing PDMS through the sol-gel reaction of DEDMS [51.

The hybrid was prepared by the sol-gel reaction in

the Dresence of clav and Dolvfamide acid) fPAA^ as

the precursor of PI.　In this study, we applied the

versatile methodology to toughen brittlePl-silica

hybrids. The effect of in-situformed PDMS on the

mechanical　and　thermal　properties　were

investigated.　Pl-siiicaand PI-PDMS hybrids were

also made for comparison.　In this study, PI

prepared from 3, 3', 4, 4'-biphenyltetracarboxylic

dianhydride　(ＢＰＤＡ)ａｎｄ　p-phenylenediamine

(ＰＤＡ)ｗａsused (Scheme 1).

2. Eχperiment

2.1. Preparation ofPI-Silica and PI-PDMS hy

　　　Pl-silicaor Pl-PDMS binary hybrids were prepared from PAA and TEOS or DEDMS as following

way: Into ａ flask equipped with mechanical stirrer,certain amount of PAA was stirred with required

amount of TEOS or DEDMS and double mmol of water for 24 h at room temperature. All the blends were

cast on glass plates,dried in a vaccume oven at 600C for 16 h and then cured at 100, 200, 300°C l hr each

and then 350°C for 15inin each to obtain hybrid films.

2.2. Preparation of PI-silica-PDMS hybrids

　　The PI-silica-PDMS hybrids were prepared from PAA, TEOS and DEDMS as fol】owing way: Into ａ

flaskcertain amount of PAA and TEOS and double mmol of water were placed. The reaction miχturewas
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stirred for half an hour at room temperature to give ａ transparent yellow viscous solution.　Required

amount of DEDMS and water was added into the solution and then stirredfor 24 h. All the blends were

cast on glass plates,dried in a vaccume oven at 60°C for 16 h and then cured stepwise up to 35O°C to

obtain yellow films. The hybrids were addressed PI-silica%-PDMS% at this order in thisresearch. As an

example, PI-3-5 corresponds toａhybrid containing 92% PI, 3% silicaand 5% PDMS.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Preparation of hybrid films

　　　Pl-silica and Pl-PDMS binary hybrids were

prepared from PI and different ratio of inorganics.

Silica and PDMS were introduced by sol-gelprocess

(Scheme 2). PI-silica-PDMS hybrids were prepared

by introducing PDMS and silicaat various contents.

　　　Imidization was followed by IR. In case of PI-

silica-PDMS hybrids, the characteristic absorption

peaks of imide groups at 1774 cm"' (C=O symmetric

stretching),1718 cm"' (C=O asymmetric stretching)

and 1361 cm"' (C=N stretching)were observed after

300°C curing.　The sfloxane stretching band rang

from　1000　to　1100　cm'.　　Other　characteristics

absorptions　were　also　observed　at　835　cm-'

associated　with　c(methyl)-Si,　at　1517　cm"'

associated with aromatic C＝Ｃ bond. From lR, it can

be concluded that the hybrid is PI-silica-PDMS

hybrid aftercuring.

3.2. Morphological study

　　　Transparency were checked by UV-vis spectrophotometer.　At 700nm wave length, transparency of

pristinePI was 76%.　As shown in Fig』(a)and (b), the transparency decreased afterinclusion of silica

and PDMS.

　　The particlesize of inorganics in PI was observed by SEM (Fig.2). In case of Pl-silicahybrids, silica

size became 30-60nm at 10% silica.The relatively small size of silica made all Pl-silica hybrids

transparent. But in case of PI-PDMS hybrids, less than 3% PDMS related hybrids are transparent but more

than 5 % PDMS made the hybrid opaque because of the bigger size and aggregation of inorganics.

　　　The transparency for PI-PDMS (5%)hybrid was ﾌ.6%, and particlesize was 40-lOOnm. However,

by introducing 3% si】icainto the hybrid, transparency became 56% and particlesize 20-40nm (Fig. 1 &2).
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3.3. Tensile properties of Pl-hvbrids

　　　The tensileproperties of Pl-PDMS, PI-

silicaand PI-silica-PDMS hybrid films were

ｅχamined and the resultsare summarized in

Table 1. For pristine PI, tensile modulus.

tensilestrength and elongation at break were

8.1 GPa，344MPa and 31%, respectively.

Pl-silica　hybrids　had　increased　tensile

modulus but decreased tensile strength and

elongation. The pronounced increase in the

tensile modulus comes from the dispersion

of the rigid silicaparticlesinto PI film｡

　　　In case of Pl-PDMS hybrids. small

amount of PDMS (up to 3%), increased

tensile　performance　nicely　due　to　the

toughening effectof PDMS.

　　　In case of Pl-3-5 and PI-5-3 hybrids,

small amount of silicaand PDMS increased

the　tensile　modulus, tensile　strength.

elongation at break than pristinePI (Table l

& Fig.3).

3.4. DMA of PI hybrids

　　　DMA for the hybrid films

were carried out to see the effect

of　silica　and　PDMS on　the

thermomechanical　properties　of

the PI films. The Tg of pristine PI

was 320°C from tanS. For the PI-

silica　hybrids, Tg　from　tan5

became　361, 357. 351. 320で

after inclusion of 1, 3,5 and 10%

silica. For the Pl-PDMS hybrids.

To from tan8 became 366, 371.

368. 330でafter inclusion of 1，3,

5 and 10%PDMS. Small amount

of silica and PDMS （up to 5%）

increased the Tj, than the pristine
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PI.　The Tgs related to different PI-silica-PDMS

hybrids are summarized in Table 2.　The lower Tg

decreased by increasing PDMS. The higher Tg of the

PI-silica-PDMS hybrids showed even higher TgS

than the Tg for the pristinePI in where small amount

of silica and PDMS （1-5%）increased the Tgs

prominently.　The Tg is considered to be affected by

molecular packing, chain rigidity, linearity and

above all molecular motion.　The increase of TgS

after adding of inorganics can be attributed to the

nanometer　size　of　inorganics　which　restricts

segmental　motion　near　the　organic-inorganic

interface.　Moreover, interfacial interaction like

hydrogen bonding between PI and inorganic phases

may be another cause toincrease TgS.

5.5. Thermal stabilityof PI hybrids

　　The thermal stabilitiesof PI and their hybrids in argon were studied by TGA. The 5% degradation

temperature (T5), 10% degradation temperature (Tio)and wt. residue% at 800°C of the Pl-silicaand PI-

PDMS hybrids with l to 10% silicaor PDMS were higher than PI and proved high thermal behaviour of

the hybrids.

　　For PI-silica-PDMS hybrids with constant PDMS content (5%), inclusion of higher silicacontents

increased the T5 and Tin. When the silicacontent fixed at 5%, inclusion of more PDMS increased the T5，

T,o and wt. residue% at 800°C, which proved the enhancement of thermal behaviour of the PI-silica-PDMS

hybrids.

4. Conclusions

　　　Various novel organic-inorganic hybrids of PI were prepared through in-situpolymerization via sol-

gel process. Pl-silica hybrids provided higher thermal performance but brittlebehaviour. PI-PDMS

hybrids increased thermal and mechanical properties with opaqueness. PI-silica-PDMS hybrids provided

appreciable thermal and mechanical performance with transparency in the presence of lower contents of

silica(less than 5%)and PDMS (less than 5%). In-situsol-gel process was proved asａ successful way for

the synthesis of Pl-inorganic hybrids.
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